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LincWare Introduces Admit+, a Cloud-based Admissions Solution for Long-term Care
Reduce Compliance Risk, Maximize Reimbursements, Improve Resident Experience
November 17, 2016 -- Rochester, NY. L
 incWare, a leading provider of comprehensive, cloud-based
solutions for healthcare, human resources, and financial organizations, has introduced Admit+, the first
module in a product suite of smart solutions for long-term care providers. The Admit+ solution protects
nursing facilities by insulating them from compliance risk, ensuring proper reimbursements, and improving
the resident admissions experience. Admit+ is a powerful tool to ensure that personnel are capturing all the
critical data at once, including signatures for the resident or Power Of Attorney (POA), at the point of entry
into the facility and provides a standardized solution that can be shared between facilities.
“With shrinking margins and increased regulations, operating a nursing facility is becoming more difficult
which makes it harder on both personnel and families. We want to make caring for our greatest generation a
little easier,” said Darren Mathis, chief executive officer, LincWare. “The Admit+ solution reduces the stress
on caregivers, families and residents by automating the admission process with intuitive, easy-to-complete
smart forms, while at the same time, saves time, labor costs and reduces risk by improving the accuracy of
resident admission documentation.”
Designed with input from LincWare’s client, Western Home Communities of Cedar Falls, Iowa, information
from the Admit+ solution can be shared in real time with every department. A graphical dashboard provides
a method for collaborative care and better record-keeping resulting in less likelihood of human error.
The Admit+ solution eases the transition of residents into nursing facilities by providing:
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Sign Once, Sign All feature ensures not a single signature or document is missed
Version-controlled repository allows all documents to be easily located upon audit request
Built-in insurance verification for faster, more accurate decisions
Automated Help dialog boxes guide the process of completing documents
Single-click compliance automatically generates required documents
Power of Attorney portal for remote completion and signing of documentation



LincWare is the developer of a product suite of smart automation solutions, including Admit+; EOS, an
employee onboarding solution, and LincDoc, an eForms application that simplifies paper-based processes
where compliance and efficiency are critical. Founded in 2007 by Darren Mathis, chief executive officer, and
Eric Lenio, chief technology officer, LincWare is a privately owned company with offices in Rochester, New
York. LincWare’s customers includes healthcare organizations, an NFL franchise, financial services,
universities, municipal governments, and payroll companies. For more information and to request an Admit+
solution demonstration visit: admitplus.lincware.com.
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